Automation is the Key to Meet Rising E-Commerce Consumer Demands

Exploring the Future of Warehousing

The inability to find enough employees has led many businesses to turn to technology for their customers such as:

- Automated facilities create opportunities for value-added services.
- Employees are valuable and their efficiency, safety & job satisfaction by implementing automation solutions.
- Most businesses don't require a completely automated solution.

Get Ahead With Leading Edge Order Fulfillment Systems

E-commerce sales are projected to increase to $893 billion in 2022 from $526 billion in 2018. The number of jobs in the warehousing and storage industry increased to 1.2 million in December 2018 from 779 million in January 2015.

The inability to find enough employees has led many businesses to turn to technology for their customers such as:

- FANUC's palletizing robots can double handling speed.
- FANUC's storage and retrieval systems can help streamline the beginning and end of their fulfillment processes, helping many businesses keep pace with soaring demands for e-commerce goods.

Reap the Benefits of Automation

With automation solutions, warehouse managers can:

- Better manage their inventories and consistent order volumes.
- Ensure reliable packing process.
- Increase order movement and trace product and consistent order volumes.
- Manage inventory and return handling are slower for native retailers than for online retailers.
- Ensure rapid responses to customers changing landscape hinges on competitive and quickly adopting technologies.
- Optimize existing fulfillment time and processes to meet the growing volumes of products.
- Satisfy increasing customer demand for e-commerce goods.

Optimize Warehouse Space

FANUC's storage and retrieval systems can help warehouse managers:

- Account for lack of labor for stocking and picking and consistent order volumes.
- Ensure reliable packing process.
- Increase order movement and trace product and consistent order volumes.
- Manage inventory and return handling are slower for native retailers than for online retailers.
- Ensure rapid responses to customers changing landscape hinges on competitive and quickly adopting technologies.